7. Put the words into the right order. (1-7)

Республиканская олимпиада школьников на Кубок имени Ю.А. Гагарина

1) the Sun/ plants and animals/ need/ and warmth

АНГЛИЙСКИЙ ЯЗЫК

2) consist/ of/ stars/ hot/ gas
3) the hottest/ are/ blue and white/ stars
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4) it/ impossible/ is/ to/ live/ Venus/ on
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5) our/ is/ Earth/ the third/ from/ the Sun/ planet

Город/район _______________________ № школы ______________ класс ________

6) the Moon/ the only/ is/ sputnik/ of/ the Earth

Фамилия ______________________________ Имя __________________________
7) is/ the biggest/Jupiter/ planet

Персональная итоговая таблица (заполняется учителем – членом жюри 2 этапа)

8. Make up tag questions. Complete the sentences by making the words given in
brackets negative. (1-7)
1) It is a very
2) Helen looks very
3) Why are you speaking to me so
4) My friend is ill. She is
5) I am sorry, but your answer is
6) It is snowing! It is
7) Ben wants to be

question.
. What is the matter?
?
.
.
.
.

(usual)
(friendly)
(politely)
(happy)
(correct)
(possible)
(dependent)

Задания

1

2

3

MY CITY IS WONDERFUL!!!

5

6

8

9

Всего баллов:
____________________________/________________________________________
Подпись учителя
Ф.И.О. учителя

ЖЕЛАЕМ УДАЧИ!!!
LISTENING
1. You will listen to the talk in the pet shop. Find  the right answer. (1-5)
1) The woman wants to buy some exotic animal.

 TRUE

 FALSE

 NOT STATED

2) The dog in the pet shop is expensive.

 TRUE

 FALSE

 NOT STATED

3) The woman thinks that cats are unfriendly.

 TRUE

 FALSE

 NOT STATED

4) Parrots are quiet birds.

Дорогой друг! Обязательно скажи себе после олимпиады:
Я прошел(а) это испытание! Я знал(а), что справлюсь! Я выполнил(а)
поставленную задачу! У меня все получилось! Я горжусь собой!
Стремись быть ПЕРВЫМ во всем, и ты станешь ПЕРВЫМ!!!

7

Количество
баллов

WRITING
9. Comment on the following. (5-7 sentences)

4

 TRUE

 FALSE

 NOT STATED

5) Goldfish is the best present.

 TRUE

 FALSE

 NOT STATED

READING
2. Read the text and choose  the right answer according to the context. (1-5)
KING OF BEASTS
Throughout the history of man, the lion has been the symbol of strength. We can say
"strong as a lion", or "lion-hearted. But this was not because a lion can defeat all other
animals, but because lions strike terror in man and other beasts.
Lions are members of the cat family. An average grown-up lion is about nine feet long and
weighs between 400 and 500 pounds. The males are larger than the females.

USE OF ENGLISH
3. Read the text and change the words in capital letters according to Grammar rules.
(1-6)
In a normal life a person 1)
for about twenty-five
2)
years. But why
we
? The simple answer
3)
is: We
. We need more sleep when we are young.
A baby sleeps for about sixteen 4)
a day and a
5)
five-year-old child
about ten hours. A teenager
sleeps for eight and a half hours and an adult for seven or eight hours.
6)
people need only five or six hours.

The lion's voice is a roar or a growl. Unlike cats, it does not purr and rarely climbs trees.
Unlike other cats, too, it can swim in deep water.
Lions live in more or less open country and not in forests. And because they drink once a
day, they always live near some water. Lions may live alone or in pairs, or it groups which
are known as "prides".
Lions rest by day and do their hunting by night. The main food supply of lions comes from
zebras, gazelles and antelopes. Sometimes a lion will attack a giraffe, but it won't attack an
elephant, rhinos or hippopotamus. When a lion isn't hungry, he pays no attention to other
animals.
1) Lion is a symbol of strength because…

 … it kills other animals
 … it is very big
 … everybody is afraid of him

3) It is different from other cats because…

 … it can climb trees
 … it can swim in deep water
 … it can purr
4) Lions prefer to live…

 … in water
 … in forests
 … in the open country
5) Lions usually hunt…

 … at night
 … during the day
 … at rhinoceros and hippopotamus

OLD

LEXIS
4. Choose the right word to name the people, described in the following sentences.
(1-8)
STUBBORN
SENSIBLE
ABSENT-MINDED
SENSITIVE
ARGUMENTATIVE CLUMSY
EASY-GOING
MEAN
How do you describe someone who…
1) … always thinks before they act?
2) … won't listen to anyone else's suggestions?
3) … is always dropping things?
4) … never gets upset, angry or worried?
5) … is always picking fight with other people?
6) … never buys anything for anybody else?
7) … gets upset or emotional easily?
8) … is always losing things?

2) The length of a lion is…

 … about 400 pounds
 … 9 feet
 … more than 500 pounds

SLEEP
SLEEP
NOT KNOW
HOUR
NEED

GRAMMAR
5. Put in the right pronoun. (1-7)
1) Don't blame
it is not
fault.
2) She doesn't buy clothes. She makes them
3) These are not my books.
are in my bag.
4) The pan is very hot. Do not burn
hand.
5) He is much taller than
.
6) Will this new flat belong to
?
7) You just can't get proper cheese
days.
6. Put the following words in plural. (1-7)
1) flower –
2) man –
3) watch –
4) knife –
5) woman –
6) leaf –
7) child –

I
ONESELF
I
YOU
I
THEY
THIS

